Full-stack Senior
Software Engineer

We’re AccessPay, the fastest growing fintech company outside of London. Thinking outside the box
is something we relish, there are no bad ideas. We’ve got a flat structure, with no silos or protracted
bureaucratic decision making. Most importantly, no big egos. AccessPay people get stuff done. From
a tiny office in Ardwick, to occupying an entire floor in Manchester City Centre. From 4 to 60 staff.
From finance start-up, to launching new fintech brands. All in less than 5 years. 2017 saw us listed as
a Deloitte Tech Fast 50 company and shortlisted for the coveted Manchester Evening News
“Business of the Year”. We’re getting bigger and better every day. Help us write the next chapter in
the AccessPay story.

Job Title: Full-stack Senior Software Engineer
Responsible to: Head of Development
Hours: 08:30 – 17:00 Monday to Friday
We are looking for senior level C# developer who is passionate about technology and innovating to
come and join our small Manchester based team in developing a new Greenfield solution to scale
alongside our existing product. This is your opportunity to get in on the ground level of the design of
this application and really have a stake in our product. Unusually the senior development team
operate a bit more of a quorum rather than a hierarchy, giving everyone the opportunity to have
their say. You should be open to all technologies and not be afraid of being the polyglot developer
that the industry requires of us these days. As with most roles it is also the case that we need to
support our existing product, but this is done on a rota basis.

Must have:
•

A solid background in C#

•

Be well versed in the use of Visual Studio 2015/2017

•

An excellent understanding of software development practices

•

Experience with SCRUM or other Agile methodology

•

The ability to deliver performant code based on those software development practices

•

Experience developing and maintaining Web APIs o Experience of unit testing frameworks

•

A background using SQL Server o A familiarity with the ideals around Continuous Delivery
and Continuous Integration

•

Spends time keeping up-to-date with the latest trends and investigates new technologies

•

Be able to liaise with other departments around delivery of work
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•

Experience mentoring other development staff o Most importantly, the ability to laugh at
yourself. We are looking for

•

A team player, not a lone gunman

Knowledge of the following would be helpful:
•

Angular 1.4 onwards

•

Node.js

•

Azure and/or AWS

•

Java

•

NoSql databases

You’ll be rewarded with a competitive salary, fantastic career progression, a great environment, and
the opportunity to work for a fast-growing VC-backed FinTech company that is delivering innovative
solutions that make a difference.

To find out more about what it’s like to work at AccessPay, check out our People Page:

https://www.accesspay.com/about/people/careers/
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